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This article appeared in Ada Letters 14, No. 1 (January-February 1994), pp. 27-29.



Endian-Independent Record Representation Clauses Norman H. Cohen IBM Research Thomas J. Watson Research Center P.O. Box 704 Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 [email protected] Abstract. Ada-83 record representation clauses can be written in a way that confines dependence on the compiler's bit-numbering scheme to a few lines of the program.



The bit-by-bit layout of an Ada record can be specified by a record representation clause. The rules of Ada leave it up to each compiler whether the bit numbers used in record representation clauses run from left to right or from right to left. This freedom allows each compiler to support the bit-numbering scheme familiar to users of the target machine, but makes it difficult to write record representation clauses that will specify the same bit-by-bit layout using a variety of compilers. In Ada 9X, this problem is solved by the Bit_Order attribute. The attribute-definition clause for T'Bit_Order use Highest_Bit_First;



specifies that, in a record-representation clause for type T, bits are numbered from left to right; and the attribute-definition clause for T'Bit_Order use Lowest_Bit_First;



specifies that bits are numbered from right to left. In the absence of such an attribute-definition clause, the compiler chooses a bit numbering scheme, as in Ada 83. By accompanying the text of each record representation clause with a corresponding 'Bit_Order attribute definition clause, it is possible to write Ada-9X record representation clauses that will be interpreted uniformly by a wide variety of compilers. In Ada 83, a common solution to this problem has been to maintain two versions of each record representation clause, one for compilers that number bits left to right and one for compilers that number bits right to left. We present a trick for confining dependence on the compiler's bit-numbering scheme to one small piece of program text, so that it is no longer necessary to maintain separate sets of record representation clauses for each bit-numbering scheme. The readability of record representation clauses suffers when this trick is used, so we suggest that record representation clauses be accompanied by informative comments. The trick confines dependence on the compiler's bit-numbering scheme to one small package like the following:



package Endianness is Byte_MSB_Number Halfword_MSB_Number Word_MSB_Number Doubleword_MSB_Number



: : : :



constant constant constant constant



:= := := :=



compiler-dependent; compiler-dependent; compiler-dependent; compiler-dependent;



Rightward_One_Bit : constant := compiler-dependent; end Endianness;



The named numbers named …_MSB_Number indicate the bit number that the compiler assigns to the most significant bit of the corresponding storage units. The named number Rightward_One_Bit has the value +1 or -1, indicating the change in bit numbers as we proceed rightward one bit through a storage unit. Assuming we confine our attention to target machines with eight-bit bytes, 16-bit halfwords, 32-bit words, and 64-bit doublewords, the version of the package for compilers that number bits left to right would look like this: package Endianness is Byte_MSB_Number Halfword_MSB_Number Word_MSB_Number Doubleword_MSB_Number



: : : :



constant constant constant constant



:= := := :=



0; 0; 0; 0;



Rightward_One_Bit : constant := +1; end Endianness;



The version of the package for compilers that number bits right to left would look like this: package Endianness is Byte_MSB_Number Halfword_MSB_Number Word_MSB_Number Doubleword_MSB_Number



: : : :



constant constant constant constant



:= := := :=



7; 15; 31; 63;



Rightward_One_Bit : constant := -1; end Endianness;



(A single generic package, instantiated with different parameters for different compilers, will not work, because we use the named numbers in record representation clauses, where static expressions are required. Generic formal parameters and quantities computed from them are not static.)



If, on a machine that numbers bits left to right, we would normally specify the position of a record component within a word by the component clause C at Addr range L .. R;



the trick is to write the following component clause instead: C at Addr range Word_MSB_Number + (Rightward_One_Bit*(L+R)+L-R)/2 .. Word_MSB_Number + (Rightward_One_Bit*(L+R)-L+R)/2;



(We assume a use clause for package Endianness.) To position a component in some unit other than a word, we use the corresponding named number in place of Word_MSB_Number. When Word_MSB_Number = 0 and Rightward_One_Bit = +1, this component clause is equivalent to C at Addr range 0 + (+1*(L+R)+L-R)/2 .. 0 + (+1*(L+R)-L+R)/2;



or C at Addr range (L+R+L-R)/2 .. (L+R-L+R)/2;



or C at Addr range L .. R;



When Word_MSB_Number = 31 and Rightward_One_Bit = -1, this component clause is equivalent to C at Addr range 31 + (-1*(L+R)+L-R)/2 .. 31 + (-1*(L+R)-L+R)/2;



or C at Addr range 31 + (-L-R+L-R)/2 .. 31 + (-L-R-L+R)/2;



or C at Addr range 31-R .. 31-L;



Since the ith bit of a 32-bit word when bits are numbered left to right is the (31-i)th bit of the word when bits are numbered right to left, this is a correct component clause for compilers that number bits right to left. (The rules of Ada require that, for a record component with at least one bit, the number before the .. be less than or equal to the number after it. If the range L .. R satisfies this property, so does the range 31-R .. 31-L.)
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